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DETECTING MOTIVIC EQUIVALENCES WITH MOTIVIC

HOMOLOGY
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(Communicated by Julie Bergner)

Abstract. Let k be a field, let R be a commutative ring, and assume the
exponential characteristic of k is invertible in R. In this note, we prove that
isomorphisms in Voevodsky’s triangulated category of motives DM(k;R) are
detected by motivic homology groups of base changes to all separable finitely
generated field extensions of k. It then follows from previous conservativity re-
sults that these motivic homology groups detect isomorphisms between certain
spaces in the pointed motivic homotopy category H(k)∗.

Let k be a field, let R be a commutative ring, and assume the exponential char-
acteristic of k is invertible in R. Let DM(k;R) denote Voevodsky’s triangulated
category of motives over k with coefficients in R.

In a failed analogy with topology, motivic homology groups do not detect iso-
morphisms in DM(k;R) (see Section 1). However, it is often possible to work in
a context partially agnostic to the base field k. In this note, we prove a detection
result for those circumstances.

Theorem 1. Let ϕ : M → N be a morphism in DM(k;R). Suppose that either

(a) For every separable finitely generated field extension F/k, the induced map
on motivic homology H∗(MF , R(∗)) → H∗(NF , R(∗)) is an isomorphism,
or

(b) Both M and N are compact, and for every separable finitely generated field
extension F/k, the induced map on motivic cohomology H∗(NF , R(∗)) →
H∗(MF , R(∗)) is an isomorphism.

Then ϕ is an isomorphism.

Note that if X is a separated scheme of finite type over k, then the motive M(X)
of X in DM(k;R) is compact, by [6, Theorem 11.1.13].

The proof is easy: following a suggestion of Bachmann, we reduce to the fact
(Proposition 4) that a morphism in SH(k) which induces an isomorphism on ho-
motopy sheaves evaluated on all separable finitely generated field extensions must
be an isomorphism. This follows immediately from Morel’s work on unramified
presheaves (see [10]).

Together with existing results, Theorem 1 detects isomorphisms between cer-
tain spaces in the pointed motivic homotopy category H(k)∗. Wickelgren-Williams
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showed that the functor

Σ∞
S1 : H(k)∗ → SHS1

(k)

is conservative when restricted to the subcategory of A1-1-connected spaces [15,
Corollary 2.23]. Bachmann proved that the functor

Σ∞
Gm

: SHS1

(k)≥0 ∩ SHS1

(k)(n) → SH(k)

is conservative when char(k) = 0 and n = 1 or k is perfect and n = 3 [3, Corollary
4.15], and Feld showed that Σ∞

Gm
is conservative when n = 2 and k is an infinite

perfect field of characteristic not 2 [7, Theorem 6]. Here SHS1

(k)(n) ⊆ SHS1

(k)
denotes the full subcategory generated under homotopy colimits by the objects
X+ ∧G∧n

m , for X a smooth scheme over k. By another theorem of Bachmann, the
functor

M: SHc(k) → DM(k;Z)

is conservative when k is a perfect field of finite 2-étale cohomological dimension,
where SHc(k) ⊆ SH(k) denotes the full subcategory of compact objects [2, The-
orem 16]. Using Bachmann’s results, Totaro showed that if k is a finitely gen-
erated field of characteristic zero, X ∈ SH(k)c, M(X) = 0 in DM(k,Z), and
H∗(X(R),Z[1/2]) = 0 for every embedding of k into R, then X = 0 [13, Theorem
6.1].

Finally, DM(k;Z[1/p]) is equivalent to the category with objects the same as
DM(k;Z) and hom-sets tensored by Z[1/p], by [6, Proposition 11.1.5]. It follows
that if C is a full subcategory of H(k)∗ such that the composition of functors
C ⊆ H(k)∗ → DM(k;Z) is conservative, then the composition

H(k)∗[1/p] ∩ C ⊆ H(k)∗ → DM(k;Z) → DM(k;Z[1/p])

is conservative. Altogether, we have Corollary 2.

Corollary 2. Let H(k)∗(n),H(k)∗,≥1,H(k)c∗ ⊆ H(k)∗ denote the subcategory gen-
erated under homotopy colimits by the objects X+ ∧ G∧n

m , for X a smooth scheme
over k; the subcategory of A1-1-connected spaces; and the subcategory of objects
sent to compact objects in SH(k) under stabilization, respectively. Let k be a per-
fect field with exponential characteristic p. Let n = 1 if p = 1, n = 2 if p > 2 and
k is infinite, and n = 3 otherwise. Let ϕ : X → Y be a morphism in

H(k)∗(n) ∩H(k)∗,≥1 ∩H(k)c∗ ∩H(k)∗[1/p].

Suppose that either

(a) k has finite 2-étale cohomological dimension, or
(b) k is a finitely generated field of characteristic zero, and for every embedding

of k into R, the induced map

H∗(X(R),Z[1/2]) → H∗(Y (R),Z[1/2])

is an isomorphism.

Suppose further that either

(a) for every finitely generated field F/k, the induced map on motivic homology
H∗(XF ,Z(∗)) → H∗(YF ,Z(∗)) is an isomorphism, or

(b) for every finitely generated field F/k, the induced map on motivic cohomol-
ogy H∗(YF ,Z(∗)) → H∗(XF ,Z(∗)) is an isomorphism.

Then ϕ is an isomorphism in H(k)∗.
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Remark 3. Suppose X is a smooth separated scheme of finite type over k. Then

X+ ∧ Sm+n,n ∈ H(k)∗(n) ∩H(k)∗,≥1 ∩H(k)c∗,

where m = 0 if X is A1-1-connected, m = 1 if X is A1-connected, and m = 2 other-
wise. Localization away from a prime p is well-behaved on A1-1-connected spaces;
see [1]. Perfect fields of finite 2-étale cohomological dimension include algebraically
closed fields, finite fields, and totally imaginary number fields.

1. The derived category of motives

We recall here a few basic facts about Voevodsky’s derived category of motives
DM(k;R). A more thorough, but still concise, summary of basic properties of
DM(k;R) is [12, Section 5]. Further references on DM(k;R) are [14] and [6].

The category DM(k;R) is defined in [6, Definition 11.1.1]. It is tensor triangu-
lated with tensor unit R, and it has arbitrary (not necessarily finite) direct sums.
The motive and the motive with compact support define covariant functors M and
Mc from separated schemes of finite type over k to DM(k;R). We write R(i)[2i]
for the Tate motive Mc(Ai

k). The object R(1) is invertible in DM(k;R); we define
R(−i) = R(i)∗. For M ∈ DM(k;R), we write M(i) = M ⊗R(i).

For any motive M ∈ DM(k), the functor M⊗− has a right adjoint Hom(M,−).
By [12, Lemma 5.5], Hom(M,N) ∼= M∗ ⊗ N and (M∗)∗ ∼= M whenever M is
compact. If X is a smooth scheme over k of pure dimension n, a version of Poincaré
duality says that M(X)∗ ∼= Mc(X)(−n)[−2n].

Let HR ∈ SH(k) denote the Eilenberg-Maclane spectrum of R. If k is perfect,
the category of HR-module spectra in SH(k) is equivalent to DM(k;R) by [11,
Theorem 1.1] and [8, Theorem 5.8]. There is a functor SH(k) → DM(k;R) that
can be viewed as smashing with HR; it is left adjoint to the forgetful functor
H : DM(k;R) → SH(k). The functor M: Smk → DM(k;R) factors through
SH(k) as (HR ∧ −) ◦ Σ∞.

For M ∈ DM(k;R), the motivic homology and motivic cohomology of M are
defined by

Hj(M,R(i)) = Hom(R(i)[j],M)

and

Hj(M,R(i)) = Hom(M,R(i)[j]).

Motivic (co)homology does not detect isomorphisms in DM(k;R), by the fol-
lowing argument (see also [12, Section 7]). Let DMT (k;R) denote the localiz-
ing subcategory of mixed Tate motives, i.e. the smallest localizing subcategory
containing the motives R(i) for all integers i. Let C denote the composition
DM(k;R) → DMT (k;R) → DM(k;R) of the inclusion DMT (k;R) → DM(k;R)
with its right adjoint. For M ∈ DM(k;R), the counit morphism C(M) → M al-
ways induces an isomorphism on motivic homology, but is only an isomorphism if
M ∈ DMT (k;R).

Motivic homology does detect isomorphisms in DMT (k;R). It is also con-
jectured (see [4, 1.2(A)]) that for l a prime invertible in k the étale realization
DM(k;Q) → D(Ql) is conservative after restricting to the subcategory of compact
objects in DM(k;Q). Note that the étale realization functor DM(k;Fl) → D(Fl)
is not conservative on compact objects: a primitive lth root of unity defines a non-
trivial element of Hom(Fl,Fl(1)) = μl(k) that is inverted under étale realization.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1

We reduce the theorem to Proposition 4, which follows immediately from work
of Morel on unramified presheaves (see [10]).

Proposition 4. Suppose that for a morphism of spectra ψ : E1 → E2 in SH(k)
the induced map π∗,∗(E1)(F ) → π∗,∗(E2)(F ) is an isomorphism for all separable
finitely generated field extensions F/k. Then ψ is an isomorphism in SH(k).

Proof. A presheaf of sets S on Smk is unramified if for any X ∈ Smk, S(X) ∼=∏
S(Xα), where the Xα are the irreducible components of X, and for any dense

open subscheme U ⊂ X, the restriction map S(X) → S(U) is injective and more-
over an isomorphism if X − U has codimension at least 2 everywhere. For a space

Y ∈ H(k)∗, the unstable homotopy sheaf πA
1

n (Y ) is unramified for n ≥ 2, by
[10, Theorem 9, Example 1.3] (see also [10, Remark 17]).

For E ∈ SH(k),

πi,j(E) ∼= πA
1

2 (Ω∞(S2−i,−j ∧E)),

so it is unramified. In particular, for X a smooth variety over k, πi,j(E)(X) injects
into πi,j(E)(Spec(k(X))). (If S is a presheaf on Smk and Y ∼= limα Yα in the
category of schemes over k with Yα ∈ Smk, then S(Y ) = colimα(Yα) by definition.)
It follows that the unstable homotopy sheaves of the cone of ψ vanish, so ψ is an
isomorphism. �

If M ∈ DM(k;R) is compact, then Hom(M,R(i)[j]) ∼= Hom(R(−i)[−j],M∗)
and (M∗)∗ ∼= M , so it suffices to prove the theorem with the assumption (a). Let
kperf denote the perfect closure of k. By [5, Proposition 8.1], the pullback functor
DM(k;R) → DM(kperf ;R) is an equivalence, so it suffices to prove the theorem
when k is perfect. Indeed, if kperf(a1, . . . , an) is a finitely generated field extension
of kperf , let F be the separable closure of k in k(a1, . . . , an). Then F is a finitely
generated separable field extension of k and F perf = (kperf(a1, . . . , an))

perf , so the
assumption (a) for the base field kperf follows from the assumption (a) for k.

The functor H is conservative by [8, Lemma 2.4], so it suffices to show that HC
is zero, where C is the cone of ϕ. By the hypotheses of the theorem we have that
H∗(Ck(X), R(∗)) = 0, so the result follows from Proposition 4 and Lemma 5.

Lemma 5. Let M ∈ DM(k;R), and let X be a smooth variety over k. Then

πi,j(HM)(Spec(k(X))) ∼= Hi+2n(Mk(X), R(j + n)),

where n = dimX.

Proof. We have that

πi,j(HM)(Spec(k(X))) = colimS πi,j(HM)(X − S)

by definition, where the colimit ranges over all closed subschemes S � X. Sheafi-
fication does not change values on stalks, so by Poincaré duality and the fact that
M(X − S) is compact,

colimS πi,j(HM)(X − S) ∼= colimS Hj+2n(M
c(X − S)⊗M,R(i+ n)).

Thus it suffices to show that

colimS H∗(M
c(X − S)⊗M,R(∗)) ∼= H∗(Mk(X), R(∗)).
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The property of M that both sides are isomorphic is preserved under arbitrary
direct sums. Indeed, if f : Spec(k(X)) → Spec(k) is the map induced by the field
extension, then Mk(X) = f∗M . For any morphism of schemes, the associated
pullback functor on derived categories of motives has a right adjoint [6, Theorem
B.1]. Since f∗ and Mc(X − S)⊗− are left adjoints, they commute with arbitrary
direct sums. Motivic homology commutes with arbitrary direct sums because its
representing objects R(i)[j] are compact.

Moreover, if two motives in an exact triangle satisfy the property, then the
third does as well, by the long exact sequence in motivic homology for an exact
triangle. Thus it suffices to prove the lemma when M = Mc(Y ), where Y is a
smooth projective scheme over k. In that case, Mk(X) = Mc(Yk(X)), and the
motivic homology groups in the lemma are isomorphic to higher Chow groups by
[14, Proposition 4.2.9] and [9, Theorem 5.3.14]. Thus it suffices to show that

(1) colimS CH∗(Y ×k (X − S), ∗;R) ∼= CH∗(Yk(X), ∗;R).

In fact, (1) holds at the level of cycles: Let

Δn = Spec

(
k[x0, . . . , xn]/

(
n∑

i=0

xi = 0

))
.

For every subset {i0, . . . , im} ⊆ {0, . . . , n}, there is an associated face Δm ⊆ Δn.
For a smooth scheme T , let z∗(T, n) denote the subgroup of algebraic cycles in
T × Δn generated by the subvarieties which intersect T × Δm in the expected
dimension for each face Δm ⊆ Δn. The higher Chow groups CH∗(T, ∗;R) are the
homology groups of a complex

. . . → z∗(T, 2)⊗R → z∗(T, 1)⊗R → z∗(T, 0)⊗R → 0.

The isomorphism (1) follows from the fact that

colim z∗(Y ×k (X − S), n) ∼= z∗(Yk(X), n)

for all n. �
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